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O
N the initiative of the Woi;-ld Jewish Congress and in co-operation 

with other leading American Jewish organisations, one of the 
greatest Jewish Demonstrations ever held in the United States 

took place on March 1st, 1943, to call upon the United States and the 
Governments of the United Nations to take immediate action to 
rescue the Jews threatened with mass extermination in Europe. The 
Demonstration was held at Madison Square Garden, New York. Hours 
before the announced time of the meeting, people began flocking 
toward Madison Square Garden. At 7 p.m. the police found it 
necessary to shut off the streets adjacent to the Garden, admitting only 
ticket-holders. Police estimates put the number of people seeking 
admission to the Garden at 75,000. More than 15,000 stood outside 
throughout the evening, listening to the proceedings through amplifiers, 
while over 20,000 jammed every available inch o(space inside the huge 
auditorium. It was probably the largest meeting ever held in the 
historic Garden. 

Profoundly stirring was the opening of the meeting. At a signal 
from Herman Shulman, the great gathering rose and remained stand
ing while colours were presented by a group of veterans comprising 
members of the Palestine Jewish Legion, Jewish War Veterans and 
American Legion. The house lights were lowered, and from the 
dimmed stage came the clear and precise voice of Rabbi Jacob Hoffman, 
who read the 20th Psalm in Hebrew. As he finished with the verse, 
" Save, Lord: let the King hear us when we call," Rabbi Israel Gold
stein led the assembly in a mass recitation of Kaddish, followed by the 
_sounding of the Shofar and the chant of the Memorial Prayer. 

One of the dramatic moments in the meeting occurred when Dr. 
Stephen Wise read the message of Cardinal Hinsley, Catholic Arch
bishop of Westminster, who was, at the time, gravely ill in London. 
T~e entire audience rose as Dr. Wise prayed for the recovery of the 
Cardinal. This message has assumed a historic significance in view 
of the death of the Cardinal, since it was his last public utterance. 

Of special importance is the 11-Point Programme adopted by 
this Demonstration and presented to the gathering by Louis Lipsky, 
Chairman of the Governing Council of the American Jewish Congress. 



Stop Hitler 

This meeting. of tonight is a hove all an expression of 
the will of American Jews to stand with and for all that 
may be done by our country and the United Nations to 
break the power of murderous tyranny. 

We American Jews have the right to feel that the 
heroic life and the gallant death of Staff Sergeant Meyer 
Levin are for us and for the whole American people . a 
symbol of the spirit of American Jews, ready to risk and 
do and dare all that our country may be victorious and that 
liberty may live for all men. 

The Enormous Jewish Casualty List 

It may bring some understanding of what has happened 
to the Jewish people in Hitler-conquered Europe, when you 
are told that more Jews have been slain in every brutal 
way in Hitler-Europe within this year than will be the 
number of deaths in the English and the American Armies 
throughout this war. The number of Jews slain in one 
way or another stands between two and three million. 
I pray God we shall have no such list of casualties in the 
course of the war. 

The month of March begins today. In thirty days 
. the month will be ended. It has been decreed by the 
Nazis that Jews shall be exterminated by the end of 
March in such lands as Czechoslovakia, perhaps even 
in Poland, where one-fifth of the Jews of the earth dwelt 
before 1939. It is very late, too late to save many ; 
not too late to save some. 

We are met tonight, together with th~ great Church 
and IJabour organii?ations, because of the common con
viction that the time has arrived for a public and forth
right demand addressed to the United Nations, including 
our own Government, for action now to save the Jews of 

Europe. It is the responsibility of every decently self
respecting Jew in America to let his voice be heard in 
support of the demand of Jews and Christians alike, 
that the United Nations make real their promise to the 
end that those who may be rescued shall be rescued and 
that the murderers of the civilian peoples of Europe, 
including the Jews, be held to strictest accountability. 

Knowing how Catholics and Protestants have stood 
out in all the Hitler-scourged lands of Europe on behalf 
of "Jews when Jews and only Jews were Hitler victims, 
I dare to say that Christians worthy of the name under
stand that it is not the physical security of Christianity 
that is challenged but its moral and spiritual survival. 
A Christian world dare not permit millions of Jews to 
be slain without seeking to move heaven by prayer and 
earth in every human way to save the threatened Jews! 
Or shall it be that the one people of earth, left to exter
mination without organised, united, effective intervention, 
shall be the Jews? That would be as truly a Christian 
as a Jewish tragedy. 
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By Dr. Stephen S. WiSe 
President, World Jewish CongresJ 

Is it not of the very essence of Americanism to beg 
the United Nations to stop Hitler NOW? To stop 
Hitler NOW is the hope and is become the supreme effort 
of our country and of the United Nations. Hitler's 
proposed extermination of the Jews of Europe and his 
success in murdering one-third or more of the Jewish 
people of Europe --these are added and more potent 
reasons for stopping Hitler NOW. 

Hitler Is Being Stopped Everywhere 

For five or six years, from 1933 to '39, the democ
racies refused to stop Hitler, in part, alas, because only 
Jews were being exterminated. Hitler must be stopped 
and he will be stopped. He has been stopped in Russia 
by the armies of Stalin. He is being stopped i~ Tunisia 
by the armies of Eisenhower and Montgomery. He will 
be stopped everywhere. ·Stop him now, before he can 
execute his threat to exterminate the Jewish people. He 
would destroy us solely because we are the oldest of warriors 
for human. freerlom and the ideals for which the United 
Nations today stand. Stop him now, before he can 
visit his wrath over defeat .upon and against the civilian 
populations of brave Poland, of htroic Czechoslovakia, 
of unconquered Greece, of invincible Austria, Belgium, 
Holland, Denmark, Norway. He would exterminate 
the Jews. Other evil men before him have been obsessed 
by the same evil dream of executing the Jewish people. 
Their evil dreams, from Pharaoh to Pobiedonostzeff, were 
in vain. We were not destroyed! We will not be de
stroyed! We cannot be destroyed, for we are an eternal 
people! Hitler can be destroyed! He will be destroyed! 
Stop him! Destroy him NOW! 

There are three ways of stopping Hitler:-

1. Defeat him! That is the complete way to stop 
him. 2. Open another, a second, a third, a fourth, front 
NOW, an indirect and withal rightful way of stopping 
him. 3. Take every human measure. to rescue and save 
all whom he would destroy. This last is the American 
way and the United Nations way. 

Certain things may be done and others may not be 
done. But some day the problem of peace will have 
to be taken up, after the unconditional surrender of the 
Axis Powers, demanded by Roosevelt and Churchill. 
Cannot the United Nations make clear to Hitler and 
his adjutants at home, and his coadjutors in the Hitler
scourged territories, not only that the doers of these 
awful crimes will--in the language of our President
be held to the strictest accountability, but that the con
tinuance of these crimes now will constitute an unbridgeable 
barrier between the United Nations and the Axis nations 
of tomorrow ? 

What can be done? Children can and must be saved. 
Havens· of refuge must be provided for those who are 



able to escape within the British Empire and the 

Western world. The six neutral nations, including the 
Al'gentine, must be eI).abled to admit and safeguard 
whosoever knocks at their doors, the United Nations 
to bear the burden of such hospitality. Normal immi
gration regulations must for a time be waived or 
suspended by the United Nations. The doors of Palestine 

must be opened, despite all the White Papers in the world, 
If we tonight are in earnest, and we are, the Jewish 

people, the great labour organisations here represented, 
and the strong Church groups, which speak here tonight, 
may move our country and the United Nations to act 
NOW, in order that a halt may be called to the direst_, 

the most damnable, crime of history. 

Democracies Must Act By Dr. Chaim Weizmann 

The Black Record of Our Days 

That a meeting to protest the massacre of a J?eople 
should have to be held, is in itself the bitterest of com
mentaries on our time. When the historian of the future 
assembles the black record of our days, he will find two 
things unbelievable : first, the crime itself; second, the 
reaction of the world to that crime. He will sift the 
evidence again and again before he wm be able to give 
credence to the fact that, in the twentieth century of the 
Christian era, a great and cultivated nation put into power 
a band of assassins who transformed murder from a secret 
transgression into a publicly avowed government policy to 
be carried out with all the paraphernalia of state. He 
will fi,nd the monstrous story of the human slaughter
houBes taxing the powers of belief. 

But when that historian, overwhelmed by the tragic 
evidence, sets down the verdict of the future upon this 
savage phenomenon, unique in the annals of mankind, 
he will be troubled by still another circumstance. He 
will be puzzled by the apathy of the civilised world in 
the face of this immense, systematic carnage of human 
beings whose sole guilt was membership in the people 
which gave the commandments of the moral law to man -
kind. He will not be able to understand why the conscience 
of the world had to be prodded, why sympathies had to 
be stirred. Above all, he will not be able to understand 
why the free nations, in arms against a resurgent, organised 
barbarism, required appeals to give sanctuary to the first 
and chief victims of that barbarism. 

The Jews of Nazi-held Europe, totalling several million 
human beings, are enduring a unique martyrdom. Terrible 
as are the sufferings of the civilian populations of the 
occupied countries, it is on the Jews that the full, un-

·restrained fury of the Nazi assault upon civilisation is 
being vented. The Jews of Europe are not perishing as 
part of the chaos and brutality of invasion; they are not 
being killed off as hostages;. th'ey are not· allowed to starve 

on the same basis as the conquered populations of whom 
they form a part. Great as is the agonJ'of all the invaded 
peoples, the Jews of Europe . have been Teserve·d . for a 
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'·'' 'President, ·Jewish Agency for Palestine · 

special doom. They are being deliberately, methodically 
murdered to fulfil the Hitler boast, made openly and 
repeatedly, that the Nazi regime would achieve · the ex~ 
termination o_f every Jew in Europe. Till now we paid the. 
Nazis the compliment of not believing their insane pro
fessions. But it is no longer possible to soothe oneself 
with a wilful scepticism. The evidence is m. The 
murder machine is at work every day and continues to 
accelerate the tempo of its slaughter. 

Words without Deeds Are a Mockery · 

Two million Jews have already been exterminated. 
The world can no longer plead that the ghastly facts 
are unknown or unconfirmed. The United Nations are 
well aware that each passing hour sees the further butchery 
of innocent and helpless human beings-men, women, 
and children. We do not ask the United Nations merely 
to express horror at the acts of the Nazi -barbarians or 
to content themselves with eloquent condemnations. 
At this moment, ·expreEssions of sympathy without ac~ 

companying attempt to launch act~ of rescue, become 
a hollow mockery in the ears of the dying. 

The democracies have a ·clear duty befor~ them, I~et 

them negotiate with Germany through the neutral count ries 
concerning the possible release of the Jews in tlie occupied 
countries. Let havens be designated in the vast territories 
of the United Nations which will give sanctuary to those 
fleeing from imminent murder. Let- the gates of Palestine 
be opened to all who can r~ach the shores of the Jewish 
Homeland. The Jewish community of Palestine will 
welcome with joy and thanksgiving all that are delivered 
from Nazi hands. 

We solemnly urge the United Nations to save · those 
not yet herded into slaughter-houses and lethal chambers'. 
These are moments when moral issues outweigh politic.al 
considerations. When a people is being murdered, the 
free world cannot wash its hands and look away. Unless 
the United Nations·take immediate action to give sanctuary 

to the doomed, they make themselves passive a·cconiplices 
of the blackest crime of which history holds record, 



A·.'.'Test for United·· Nations By Sir William. Beveridge 

Tb.e fallowing a4dre:ss was broadcast frorn _London to Madison 
· Squar~ Garden ... - · 

. I.speak to you from London about things which none of 
us . can bear to think about, which we mu~t think about if 

we a_re. true to our 4umanity. The latest explosion of Nazi 
bestiality against the Jew threatens hundreds of thousands 
or millions of men, women, and children with death and 

torture. That's fact, not rhetoric. Practical aid to these 
men, women, and children must come in the first instance 
mainly through t.he neutral countries which border on 
Germany or on lands occupied by the Nazis. These countries 
cannot be expected to bear alone the burdens of all humanity 
--they need vigorous, immediate help in feeding and trans
port. Even more important than that is the declaration of 
future policy by the United Nations, which will make these 
neutral countries feel that they can give succour and 
temporary asylum to all who can escape from Germany 

with9ut t_~eiehy incurring permanent respoi1sibility for the 
future. In taking refugees in now, these countries must not 
fear that they will become responsible for keeping them 

after the war. 

The thing, therefore, most urgently needed to sa'le the 
lives of Jews to-day is a declaration by the United Nations 
that they accept as part of their Joint responsibility after 
victory the making of a permanent and adequate settlement 
of the future of Jewry in Europe and in the world. The 
making of such a declaration would be just. In one sense the 
whole war is a war about the Jewish problem. Hit1er 
describes the war as started by Jewry to overcome the 
Aryan people. Hitler's treatment of Jews as a particular 

people is only the extreme case of that · di~regard of al . 
human rights out.;ide Germany which makes the -Naii creed~ 
To destroy that creed, to re-establish the right of all human 
beings, of all races to live peaceably is the _object for '\vhich 
've of the United Nations fight. , " .. · _ ... 

The Jews are not threatened alone. They do not ·ask _for 
special treatment. They are only the chi'ef victiri1s.'. rif ~ 
general lust for persecution and racial mania. But they are 

the chief victims to-day. 

To win th(( war and leave the problem of Jewry unsettled 

for the future will be to fail in one of the objects of victory. 
In all the immense problems that will need to be settled 
after victory in order to garner in permanent security the 
fruits of victory, the problem of Jewry will not be one of the 
largest or most difficult. There are many other larger, ~nor~ 
difficult problems. It is ab~urd to suggest that the question 
of where and how this tiny part of the human r~ce is to live 
in peace hereafter will be too hard for nations which have 
the strength to beat the Axis. But, as these nations must be 
united for victory, so they cannot, except in unison, settle 
this ., problem of the Jews. All .the .chief 'Qri.ited Nations, 
yours and mine and Russia, must contribute .to the ·solutjon 

~f this -problem if anything adequate is to be d_ol'l:e, .if as 

many lives '.ls possible are to be saved. . , , .. ""' 

The issue raised by the latest persecution. of the Jew is ~ 
test of the capacity of the United Nati~n.-s as.a gran'd allianqe 
to make up their minds upon the problem for. whose.solution 
the alliance exists and in hopes of . whose, s.olU:tion it fights-. 
It is a test of the h umanj ty of all · of us, of ·our power. to a.c.t 
together, of 011r power to act quickly'.~, . ~ .. , : · ~ ~·· £A· "1

:.) ·r 

. '/.' •' : : ~ • ~- ,_ • i: • I 

' 

Address by Mayor 
When I asked Dr. Wise what is the theme of the meeting, 

he ~aid : " Stop Hitler Now." \Vell, if I had not been busy 
in 1937 cleaning the streets of New York, if I had been 
~ecretary of State, I would ha.Ye stopped Hitler then. It did 
not require a statesman or a great student of European 
politics to know that this brown-shirted fanatio was leading 
the world into war. 

A~ Dr. Weizmann said, and perhaps it was more applicable 
• then than it is to-d.ay, if there had not been a hush-hush 

policy he would never have been permitted to make the 
preparations and to get the headway which permitted him 
to conquer ~urope as he did . . Oh, some people .believed it 
was only the Jews that were involved, and to-day some of 
the nations closer to Germany than we are are paying their 
terrible price for their mistake. 

T~ere is. a way to stop Hitler. We are going to do it. 
·J?ut it is not going to be done by talk or speeches. Hitler 
an_d his gang have invented .a new method of scientific mass 
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murder and we must use the same method. · dI'.his. is war .. 
This is no debating society. They .are. ki1ling 0ur peQple ra~d 
we must kill their people. The time of ·seekhtg.~tb' · cry.st_allis'e 

public opinion by logic with facts .is -- past~ .·: The time r.Of 
jmpressing Hitler and bis gang by.appeal,.·by 0r.ato:ry;. is pa:st. 

I'll tell you how you can stop .Hitler.:_. by wbrki'ng· }i~r&; 

by producing more materials, by sending more tanks', 'mdr~ 

planes, more guns, by having fewer holid·ays·;·' "Ha~e· ffo 
illusions about it. We will never ~op ·him 'until we<Jia:Ve ~~ 

greater force than bis. We must have :ri.o:nl~sioiis abti-tit tlte 
task we have undertaken. At no-time i.h :t·heihistriry 'of the' 
world did any commander of an -aririy have' ;tNe·: n;sou~beS' 
that Hitler has to-day dominating al(orEfttop?'· · ',: ·., ·~ :.:·,f;:,r 

Thete is one thing I want to warn ·};Ou ·ab~~;t. i Th~·'t1~i~ 
will come when this Hitler will recognise the. supfor~a~y' 'M 
force, . just like a skilled chess ·player-.knows that he is about 
to be checkmated in two or tbree moves. ~ That's.the ·time 

that we m,ust guard agains~ because the-re :.may~· be ·sonie 



isolationists who will start to dish out the isolation-hash and 

say: " Oh, let's sit at a peace conference and talk it over." 

Insofar as I am concerned, if it takes from now until the 

Judgment Day, my country will never sit at a peace table 

with Adolf Hitler .. The quicker he knows that, the better. 
, 

Our great President-and he's got everything that H1tler

and all his ancestors never had---and the head of the British 

Empire have declared that we win take nothing -but an 

uncondi~ional surrender. You and I and the rest of · us 

common folkR in this country-and there are a lot of the~ 

They Are Our Allies 

I 

The J ollowing address was broadcast frorn Albany to 

Madison s,1uare Garden:-

The purpose of this meeting goes to the hearts of every

one in the United States and the United Nations. The 

problem at issue is whhout precedent, without even a 

parallel since time began. Not in the dark ages, not even 

in the history of barbaric peoples was there such selective

savagery as the Nazis are even now perpetrating 1n Eastern 

Europe. Neither Huns nor Tartars nor Mongols of old

were as methodically un~peakable as the minions of Adolf. 

Hitler. Never theretofore has the complete extermination 

of an entire people been compassed deliberately, officially, 

systematically, wantonly. -

The Nazi Fuehrer not only admits what he is doing, 

but now he boasts of it : His leaders have -put it on paper 

in pseudo-scientific jargon as an explicit policy of State. 

One such is Werner Best, a mouthpiece for the Nazis. 

Speaking officially fot Heinrich Himmler's Gestapo, he 

wrote _a recent article · in which he used these words : 

" Historical experience has shown that the destruction and 

elimination of a foreign nationality are · not in the -least 

contrary ~o the laws of life,. provided that such -destruction 

and eliminaticm are complete." This is not the sadism of 

one isolated individual. . There is no such thing ~s isolated 

opinion in Germany to-day.' It is the official dogma of the 

Nazi that murder of a.People is the law of life provided 

the whole of such a people be murdered. Such a blasphem

ous concept can only serve to speeq the day when the wrath 

of the I~ord God of Hosts will destroy its exponents. But 

during the process of their destruction it is our high duty to 

frustrate to th_e limit of our capacity the savage purpose of 

the murderers. 

. It ie:; our duty and our will to do everything we ·can to 

protect American prisoners; many prisoners of the United 

Nations are in enemy camps. To this end we are com• 
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like us-we must back that. We must back it to the very 

limit and let the whole world know that the American 

people are standing by the President in that declaration. 

The time is critical. The situation is dangerous. It 

requires the effort of every man and woman in this country. 

Let us not equivocate, let us not complain of trifling 

sacrifice. Let us give everything that is in us to provide the 

force to crush the greatest menace this world has ever seen 

and to ensure to our children where:ver they may be, a 

future and a happy peaceful world. 

By Governor Thomas E Dewey 

mitted not only by human feeling but by military practice. 

By the same token we are justified in doing all we can to 

save thmse internal prisoners of slave nations-those whom 

the Nazis are wiping out. The Nazis exterminate them 

because they look upon them as enemies of the Nazi State. 

That makes them our Allies. Every victim of Nazi hate is an 

A1perican ally. Every life we save will speed the victory, 

will aid in the task of creating a free world after the war. 

Therefore, we have a right to call upon the United 

Nations for action--action now. We ask for the immediate. 

pursuing of every negotiation possible by the Foreign 

Officers of the United Nations to prevent the continuance of 

the monstrous process of extermination of minorities. In 

our growing might, we, too, can carry out reprisals. But 

ours should be for acts in violation of the laws of humanity. 

As we speed ultimate victory, we too can homb and punish. 

We can also bargain for freedom for many of the victims 

and provide places of refuge for them. And · so, -too, can 

we serve notice through the Governments of the United 

N ati'ons, that the people of the _i\xis powers will pay . now 

a:rid later by every-means at hand for every act of savageryi 

for every failure to permit the passage of their victims to a 

place of refuge. 

The one purpose of all of us in the United Nations to-day 

is victory. Without victory the ultimate objective toward 

which we dedicate ourselves to-night cannot be attained. 

We must, we shall devote ourselves with ever great'er 

vigour to the prosecution of the war to the end that we shall 

win that victory speedily. -Each of us has his part to do in 

the forefront of battle, either in combat or in production in 

the battle of supplies and food. And for those in combat 

we shall preserve here at ho~e the sacred freedoms for 

which we fight, as we seek to procure freedom for all, now 

and in the future. N-othing less would prove us worthy of 

the pledge we make -to-night to ·our fellow-men overseas. 



We Must Act Now 
' Extracts I rom Address by Senator Robert F. Wagner 

Hitler's Plans for Conquered Peoples 

The peaceful, law-abiding people of every creed, race 

and colour who have lived together in this country in 

harmony and brotherhood, stand aghast at this horror 

overseas. Only a Nazi mind could conceive it; only 

Nazi beasts could carry it out. Since Hitler's armies 

began their march of conquest, two million Jews in Europe 

have been slaughtered by his orders; and the five million 

that remain are being rapidly liquidated. At this moment, 

as I speak over this microphone, this mass murder is going 

on-without parallel in history, with incredible efficiency 

and a thoroughness that leaves no doubt of the iron will 

to carry the plan through to its bloody, terrible end. 

The world must understand it is witnessing now the last 

terrible act of the Nazi drama- an act of which Goebbels 

and Hitler have given us fair warning. The pattern is 

evident in reports just received from the great city of 

Kharkov, recaptured by the :fighting armies of the Soviet 

Union. When the Nazis first entered the city, thousands 

of its leading citizens were hanged. During the Nazi 

occupation, 70,000 Russian residents died of hunger ; and 

110,000 were sent to Germany for forced labour. The 

14,000 Jewish residents were forced into a Ghetto and 

slaughtered in cold blood. 

Until now, conquered Europe was a torture chamber; 

as Hitler's armies are forced back he is turning Europe 

into a slaughter-house. Picture if you can the mass murders 

that will ensue-of all nationalities and faiths-as Hitler's 

defeated armies take the road back through Russia, Poland, 

the Balkans, France, N o.rway and the Low Countries. 

This is the beginning of the end- -:_ the working of the Nazis' 

master plan. Win or lose on the battlefield,. they propose 

to wipe out all other peoples, who cannot serve them as 

slaves, so that the master race may remain the dominant 

factor on the Continent of Europe. 

This is the pattern of the ~azi new order. And the 

.most vicious force of that fury is directed against the most 

helpless group in its path. In the early days, Nazi out

rages against the Jews diverted the minds of the German 

people from the chains of slavery being placed around their 

feet. Now these greater outrages are designed to divert 

the minds of the German people from the steady and in

evitable approach of another 1918. 
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Democracy and Fascism Cannot Co-Exist 

We have learned the bitter truth that Democracy and 

Fascism cannot exist peacefully side by side. In recent 

weeks, President Roosevelt has said of the Axis forms of 

government: "Never again." The ·united Nations have 

pledged retribution against those responsible for the mass 

murders of innocent civilians. But the killing goes on, at 

a · sickening, quickening pace. The Nazis say : " Any 

discussion on this score is superfluous." The question 

before us now is just that-..Js discussion superfluous ? 

Can anything be done to stop it? 

In the name of the sacred cause that binds the United 

Nations, in the name of every principle of Christianity, 

we must discuss it, and we must act now to rescue those 

who can still be rescued. 

In this work, a loaf of bread or an immigration visa 

speaks louder than the most heartfelt expression of 

sympathy. This is no problem for the Jews alone; it 

is a United Nations problem, and it must be dealt with 

through the most vigorous action of a united conscience, 

working through an international rescue agency. We 

should bring food to those within reach, under careful 

supervision, as we have done to relieve su'ffering in Greece, 

Spain and North Africa. We should seek and enlist the 

aid of the neutral countries . and the unoccupied Axis 

nations in the Balkans, to which many thousands of stricken 

refugees still make their weary way. We should use to the 

fullest possible extent the facilities and the hospitality of the 

Jewish National Home in Palestine, without waiting until 

all the red tape is unwound, without clinging to all the artificial 

barriers and policies of a colonial era that is dead and past. 

If we cannot help adults, let us help children. 

No doubt we cannot do all we wish; but happily we 

can still do enough to satisfy the still small voice within 

us which will not let us rest. 

No appeal for mercy and succour was ever made in 

vain to the American people. I am confident that they 

and their Government will do their full part in this work 

of humanity- as their small contribution now to~ard the 

happier future to come- as a token of their faith in the 

brotherhood of man and the eternal freedom o~ the human 

spirit. 



Help Hitler's Victims 
,-• .. Extracts_ from . Aqdress by William Green 

~H.;itler J>.r.Qg~amm.e Threatens American Way of 
L~.J~ . .. . - . 

·.,-: pn,ly;· fr~gme:nta~y parts of the whole terrible truth 

.~e~~h us: . Th~ ;t~~gie story of death and .agony inflicted 

8P~n ~elpl~s~ :_ J~w-~ .. ~i.~l only be . fully ~mown when our 

l1ray~ -~pldi~rs." b~eak open the sealed tomb which Hitler 
• '· ,,, • .. .:...'l..: :.. ' - • 

P..~p creat~.d i·n Co~tinental. Europe. As W.e view the 

1~j~'9-,~t1i,~~ f:i;~µi af~.r, o~r minds cannot fuUy comprehend the 

l ittl.~, :w~~ l:i.&ye l~~rp.ed. We cannot understand the type of 
.... i ~ lo •• :I. ; ' •• ' , 

mind that glories in hate, that derives savage pleasure 

from the sufferings of others, that is devoid of the instincts 

·of-me_rcy :and j:ustice which distinguish men from beasts. 

., ,.- ~ I l i'. • ~- ,. 1 f 

_,. !l;ia_t . la9,k qf µnderstanding, my feUow-Americans, has 
··I i : • • _ , ' , l ~ • ;, ' ~ • • 

been the chief reason for our mistakes to date in dealing 

with Hitler and his followers. We have tried to reason 

~with , p-e0ple, who. are deaf to · logic. We ha'\re appealed for 

~ j-Jistice-,to · people ·who .do not know the meaning of the word. 

·:We .thought· ·we .were· talking to human beings when, in 

:fai.:Ct, we :were .addressing creatures who personified bestial 

,hate> .:, .. ~·': . · i-.:L.:: • .: 

1 ~rt •:. '' .~: c• .::. ~. ' ' • 

:~ . ... ~o:w, .,, atJast, ,we are speaking to the Nazis and the 
.. .i, ~ - ' ~ ( ' I _ ... _, l< ' • J .' I ' • I 

~~.§~istsl ;. iP. . ~~e (rq.ly, ~anguage they understand_-the 

j:;tng~~g~. of f~rce. . ;N' ~w, at last, we are exerting pressure 
• 1 , ! • • 1, .; '' I , ,, 

"u,pon ,.t4e. 9D)Y insNJjlct tl;iey still possess-fear. Now,. at 
I! , '• , • / '/ 1 .' ', 

Jfli~~': ~e ~re _~ml?l~y~ng the only weapon which they respect-

- ~Qt\11 war. . , .. 
" r j. • • • ' " 

- :: \ .. . ... _ . . .. ·: .. \. . . . 

:: · 'l:he" -ti~e 'fOi e:chortat~on, for argument and for negotia-: 

' ti~ri 1s"· '~ver. · Hitler and his ·fellow-criminals must be 
. ,:,., . . . .... .. .; \ ' " . ". .. ,. '. . . 
'd'e·stroyea,: ")Ve 'will accept nothing but unconditional 

... ·' ,. - . . \ ( .. . . ..: t \' ' '\ 

. s"drteiid~r ." .. ; - . . " . . 
j ' l ·~ I .I' ( " ~ 1' 

Meanwhile, time _is running out for the helpless prisoners 

, '·~£_ N~~i1~k a~d F~s?i~m--the Jews and the hostages who . 
1~ii ' beihg >~laug1it'eted at an ever increasing tempo by our 

desperate enemies. We must try to do -everything possible 

to save them before it is too late. 
r ••• .·-, .~' f. -,..,_ ·:· • .. ,. • ~ •' • • • • -

- - ·1 • • • : ~· ~ 

_; ~. I . . . ~ 
' .-... .,... r '• • ' ~~ : · • , .•• 

·.A -Pro.gramm.e lP _Aid European Jews 

.::· '~ 'F .irst;· it "seeins :evident that the United Nations must 

··s~rv~ rioti'Ce~bfficial notice- that every Nazi and Fascist 

d:d:ill'e agaihst 'i iilnocent civilians will be punished with 

uncompromising justice and with equal severity. President 

President, American Federation of Labour 

Roobevelt has made it clear that this is the position of our 

Government. I endorse without reservation the demand of 

the American Jewish Congress that the United Nations set up 

at once an official cornmission to inquire into each enemy 

atrocity, pla·ce the blarne where it belongs and record the ntunes 

of the · criminals for future and irnplacable · action. Such 

action will have a profound and perhaps deterring effect. 

The brutal Nazi leaders will know that when they slaughter 

Jewish people, shoot hostages and commit unspeakable 

crimes they will be branded as criminals and treated as 

such when the war is over. 

Second, I officially join with the American Jewish Congress 

a_nd _all 'its friends in urging, appealing and i!~manding that 

;the · open door be established in Palestine. Let it be the 

Homeland for Jewish refugees for the duration at Jeast. 

It is no longer. a question of political consideratio:p.s or 

territorial status .. · Instead, it is a question· of saving 

human life. There s;h.ould no longer be any quibbling over 

technical interpret~tions of the Balfour Declarat.ion. 

Inste~d, let the immigration barriers to . Palestine be 

removed, the doors of admission to tortured, distressed, 

maltreated humali beings be throw1i wide open. The 

exigencies of the situation call for quick action, immediate 

action if Hitler's victims are to be saved . 

. Third, let us examine our own situation at home and 

ascertain if the quota restrictions will permit the entry of war 

refugees and if it is possible to secure exit privileges for these 

refugees from conqitered countries. We should do all that 

lies within our power to be helpful along these lines . 

These are immediate steps and vitally important. But 

we cannot rest there. _We must also plan now for the 

future. We must prepare a constructive post-war pro

gramme which can be placed in effect the mo~ent the war 

ends. 

.· I am not g1vmg away any secrets when I inform you 

that foremost among the A nierican Federation of Labour's post

war objectives stands a plank calling for immediate relief 

and rehabilitation of the Jews and other oppressed minorities 

of E-urope : full restoration to them of their economic and 

political rights, and a guarantee, backed by the power of the 

United Nations, that 'never again will they be denied the 

primary freedom of thought1 expression and religion. - . · 



Message from the Archbishop of 
Canterbury 

I trust that our two Nations may unite in offering all 

possible aid and place of refuge for Jews now threatened 

with massacre and so do what we can to mitigate the most 

appalling horror in recorded history. 

(Signed) WILLIAM CANTU AR, 

Archbishop of Canterbury. 

Message from the late 

Cardinal Hinsley 
In unison with the voice of indignant protest that cries 

aloud from all human hearts and in accord with the declara

tions of the Church, I denounce with utmost vigour the 

persecution of the Jews by the Nazi oppressors. From 

the most recent reports it is clear that the terrible situation 

facing the .Tews in Europe shows no sign of improvement 

but is actually more terrible than ever. Words are weak 

and cold; deeds and speedy deeds are needed to put a stop 

to this brutal campaign for the extermination of a whole 

race. Justice must be done-and quickly. It is little use 

uttering tirades against anti-Semitism. Jews and Christians 

are our fellow-men and brethren. If Christian mercy finds 

no place in the Nazi breast, then the lesson of stern retribu

tion must be given in such wise that never again shall these 

hideous wrongs be possible. The blood of innocent victims 

of savage hatred cries aloud from the earth to the highest 

heaven for vengeance. There is the Almighty God above 

Who has said: "Vengeance is mine." We are assured that 

the guilty will suffer in the measure of the cruelty they have 

perpetrated. Yet this thought gives little consolation to 

those who are at this moment suffering extreme torture of 

body and soul from t]1eir pitiless persecutors. To all who 

have the power to help or to rescue them we' appeal for 

immediate action. Meantime, as individuals, we are helpless 

to aid save by our prayers and by our protestations. 

I trust that the great demonstration which is being held 

in Madison Sqirnre Garden, New York, on March 1st, under 

the auspices of the V\T orld Jewish Congress and the American 

Jewish Congress will stir public opinion the world over so 

that relief of every possible kind may be quickened to 

succour the victims of the appalling cruelty of the Nazis 

and to end this inhuman brutality. 

(Signed) A. CARDINAL HINSLEY, 

Archbishop of Westminster. 
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Message froni_ the Very Rev. 
the Chief Rabbi, Dr. J. H. Hertz 

It is appalling to think that the whole of mid-European 

Jewry stands on the brink of an:iihilation, and that millions 

of Jewish men, women and children have already been 

slaughtered with fiendish cruelties which baffle belief, but 

equally appalling is the fact th&it those who proclaim the 

Four Freedoms have so far done very little to secure even 

the freedom to live for six million of their Jewish fellow

men by readiness to rescue those who might still escape 

Nazi terror and butchery. 

May God grant that your great Demonstration of 

American Jewry will be the means of overcoming the 

strange and calamitous inertia of those who alone can 

initiate the sacred work of human salvage. 

(Signed) J. H. HERTZ, 

Chief Rabbi. 

Message from Wendell L. Willkie 
My absence from city prevents acceptance of your 

kind invitation to speak at mass meeting tonight. Your 

demand that every practical step be taken now to save 

those Jews who can still be saved from Hitler's extermina

tion squads must appeal to every American--Christian 

and Jew alike. Never before has a government embarked 

~pon a programme to exterminate a whole people to 

gratify the maniacal blood lust of its leader. Never 

before has any government publicly proclaimed that 

such bestial action will be justified if it is completely 

carried out. Two million human beings, merely because 

they are Jews, have already been murdered by every 

fiendish means which Hitler could devise. Millions of 

other Jews in Central and Eastern Europe face immediate 

destruction. This challenge to our civilisation must be 

met by the United Nations. It is not enough to threaten 

retribution. It is not enough to protei:'it this mass murder 

of a people. Pract.ical measures must be formulated an<l 

carried out immediately to save as many Jews as possible, 

particularly from Bulgaria, Hungary and Roumania. 

Havens of refuge must be found for these victims. Ap

propriate guarantees for the feeding of those rescued in 

such havens and for their eventual evacuation from any 

temporary sanctuary must be given. Great Britain and 

the United States must play their rightful part in this 

undertaking. Not to take every possible measure consistent 

with our war effort . to give sanctuary wherever possible 

to these Jews in this most tragic hour of their history is 

unthinkable. Your programme for action-action now

has my full support. 



11-Point Programme of Action of 
the W or Id Jewish Congress adopted 

by the Demonstration 
This great assembly-supported as it is by a mass of 

appeal too voluminous to register and appraise at this time 
-directs its appeal, in the first instance, to the President 
and Government of the United States and, through them, 
to the United Nations and to all neutral States. Respect
fully, the following proposals are submitted:--

1. Through the intermediation of neutral ageneies, 
the German Government and the Governments of 
States it now partly dominates or controls---such as 
Rumania, Bulgaria and Hungary--should be approached 
with the view to secure their agreement to the release 
of their Jewish victims and to consent to their emigration 
to such havens of refuge as will be provided; and that 
such neutral states as are in a position to enter into 
direct discussion with the German government be urged 
to make similar representations. 

2. The United Nations should take steps, without 
delay, to designate and establish a number of sanctuaries 
in allied or neutral states to serve, under agreed con
ditions, as havens of reruge for t.hobe Jews whose release 
from captivity may be arranged for, or who may find their 
way to freedom through efforts of their own. 

3. The procedure that now prevails in the administra
tion of existing immigration law in the United States, 
which acts as deterrent and retardation of legal immigra
tion under the established quotas, should be revised 
and adjusted to the war conditions and in order that 
refugees from Nazi-occupied territories may find sanctu
aries here within such quotas. 

4 .. Subject to the maintenance of national security, 
Great Britain should be asked to provide for receiving 
a reasonable quota of the victims escaping from Nazi
occupied territories and to provide for thefr accom
modation for the duration. 

5. The United Nations should urge the republics of 
Latin America to modify such administrative regulations 
that now make immigration under the law extremely 
difficult and to endeavour under existing immigration 
law to find temporary havens of refuge for an agreed 
number of refugees. 
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Nations should provide financial 
guarantees to 1 such neuttal States as have provided 
temporary refuge to Jews from Nazi-occupied territories. 
The transfer of such refugees to the designated sanctuaries 
should be undertaken without delay. At t]rn same time, 
however, such neutral states should be encouraged to 
continue to provide accomm'odation for such refugees 
as may come to them over the borders of Nazi-occupied 
territory, the United Nations giving adeq:late financial 
guarantees to such states for the feeding and mam
tenance and eventual evacuation of such refugees. 

8. In view of the fact that planned mass starvation 
is the desjgn of the Nazi regime in its inhuman warfare, 
the United Nations are urged to take steps without 
delay, but with due regard for the economic warfare 
being waged against the aggressor states, to organise 
through neutral agencies for the feeding of the un
fortunate victims who are doomed to linger under 
Nazi oppression. 

9. It is submjtted that the United Nations should 
undertake to provide the financial guarantees that 
may be required for the executio~ of the programme of 
rescue here outlined. · .J ~iii 

10. The United Nations are urged to establish an 
appropriate intergovernmental agency to which authority 
and power shall be given to implement the programme 
of rescue here outlined. 

11. It is further urged that steps be taken without 
delay to implement the declared intention of the United 
Nations to bring the criminals to justice, to appoint a 
commission to assemble the evidence on which the trials 
shall be based, and to esta.blish the procedure of such a 
tribuna.l. 

In the name of humanity-for the sake of that cause 
which the armies of democracy have risen to defend--we 
submit this appeal to the President and the Government 
of the United States with the expectati_on that effective 
action will be taken without delay. 
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